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Abstract
Owing to its superior performances, the multi-hop cellular system has drawn much attention in recent years. This
paper aims to study the uplink system outage probability of the multi-hop cellular system over composite
channels. Initially, we consider a composite channel model, which takes path loss, lognormal shadowing and
Nakagami-m fading into account. Then, based on the amplify-and-forward relaying, the signal-to-noise ratio of
each link is investigated. Further, an expression of the outage probability for a mobile station (MS) over a given
position is derived after employing selective transmission scheme. After that, considering the distribution of MSs in
the cellular systems, a numerical expression of the system outage probability is further obtained. Numerical results
prove that the derived expression of the system outage probability can provide very good approximation to the
realistic outage performance without time-intensive simulations. Moreover, it’s also shown that the muilti-hop
cellular system in this paper outperforms the conventional cellular system in terms of outage probability.
Keywords: multi-hop cellular system, system outage probability, composite channel, amplify-and-forward relaying,
selective transmission

1. Introduction
The next generation wireless communication systems
will provide very high data rates and support various
multimedia applications. However, due to the limitation
of the available transmission resources, the inherent
problems of limited capacity and coverage in conventional cellular system are hard to overcome. In the past
few years, there has been increasing interest in the study
of the multi-hop cellular system [1]. Unlike the conventional cellular system, data packets in multi-hop cellular
system, in addition to being transmitted directly
between a mobile station (MS) and the base station
(BS), can also be indirectly transmitted hop by hop with
the help of relay stations (RSs). Recent studies have
shown that this feature of the multi-hop cellular system
can enhance coverage [2], improve system throughput
[3], reduce transmission power [4,5], etc. Without any
doubt, the multi-hop cellular system will become a very
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promising candidate in future wireless communication
system.
System outage probability is an important indicator in
wireless communication systems, and relay-assisted
transmission has the advantage of extending coverage
without high power usage at the transmitter. Up to now,
some works have been done to analyze the outage performance in relay-assisted communication system. The
authors in [6-9] analyzed the outage performance in
two-hop relay-assisted systems with one RS. In [10], the
outage probability was further studied in a two-hop system with one RS and with multiple antennas at the
transmitter. In [11-15], two-hop relay-assisted systems
with multiple RSs were discussed. Then, multi-hop
relay-assisted systems with multiple RSs were investigated in [16-20]. In [21], a thorough discussion of the
two-hop system was presented, where many of the previous results for this system were summarized. Also, a
brief discussion of the multi-hop system was included.
Recently, in [22], the work in [21] was generalized by
analyzing the outage probability of the multi-hop system. It should be noted that, most of these previous
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works were based on Rayleigh fading channels
[7-9,11-15,18-20,22]. However, Rayleigh fading is just a
special case of Nakagami-m fading. As is well known,
Nakagami-m fading represents a wide range of realistic
fading conditions and fits experimental data. Therefore,
the Rayleigh fading channel lacks generality. In addition,
all of these previous works, [6-22], did not focus on the
multi-hop cellular system scenario, and therefore these
literatures did not consider the impact of the distribution of MS on system performance. However, there has
been insufficient works done on the outage performance
analysis in multi-hop cellular system. The authors in
[23] analyzed the outage probability and spectral efficiency in multi-hop cellular system with uniform MS
distribution. However, the uniform MS distribution may
not be a practical situation for dense urban scenario in
multi-hop cellular system, as the MSs may be clustered
into hot zone. Thus, the obtained results cannot be
applied to evaluate the outage performance under various scenarios. To the best of the authors’ knowledge,
the system outage probability problems in multi-hop
cellular system have not been completely discussed in
open literatures, so it is interesting and necessary to
study these problems.
In this paper, we are motivated to study the system
outage probability in multi-hop cellular system over
composite channels. Initially, considering the characteristic of practical wireless propagation environments, a
more general channel model is established, which takes
path loss, lognormal shadowing and Nakagami-m fading
into consideration. Then, by employing the selective
transmission (ST) scheme, the best channel will be
selected from multiple available channels for transmission by the criterion of maximizing the output signal-tonoise ratio (SNR) at the receiver. Moreover, to reduce
the computational complexity, a numerical expression of
the outage probability is derived, and it’s very easy to
evaluate the outage performance. Furthermore, in order
to investigate the impact of the distributions of MS in
the cellular system on system performance, we introduce a probability density function (PDF) of the distribution of MS into the final theoretical expression of the
system outage probability. The PDF proposed in this
paper is more general to describe the distribution of
MS, which is suitable for MS uniform distribution as
well as non-uniform distribution.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
The system model of the uplink multi-hop cellular system is described in the next section. In Section 3, a
numerical expression of the system outage probability is
derived after employing ST scheme at the transmitter.
Numerical results are presented in Section 4 before conclusions are drawn in Section 5.
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2. System model
Consider a single cell multi-hop cellular system, as
shown in Figure 1. Assume that the radius of the cell is
R. The BS is in the center of the cell. The N relay stations are placed arbitrarily in the cell, which can be
denoted as RSi (i = 1, 2,..., N). Due to the implementation limitation, only one antenna is available at the MS
and each RS. Without loss of generality, the positions of
the MS, BS and RSi are denoted by the polar coordinates (r, θ), (0, 0) and (Ai, ai), respectively. Note that r
and θ are the distance and angle of the MS relative to
the cell center, while A i and a i are the distance and
angle of RSi to the cell center.
Here, we only consider the uplink transmission. In
this system, the MS can transmit information to the BS
directly or indirectly with the help of the RS by using
two hops. Therefore, there are total N +1 channels, i.e.,
one direct transmission channel and N relay transmission channels, can be used to transmit information. Suppose that the channel state information (CSI) is known
at the transmitter side, and the ST scheme can be
applied to select one channel from the N + 1 channels
for transmission by the criterion of maximizing the output SNR at the receiver.
It should be noted that the direct transmission channel is also named as the MS-to-BS link, while each relay
transmission channel contains one MS-to-RS link and
one RS-to-BS link. Therefore, there are total 2N + 1
links in this system, i.e., one MS-to-BS link, N MS-toRS links, and N RS-to-BS links. Assume all the link
gains undergo mutually independent non-identical

Figure 1 A structure of multi-hop cellular system.
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shadowed Nakagami distributions. Therefore, the link
gains can be denoted as

(1)
hi = i gi , ∀i ∈ {0, 1, 2, . . . , 2N}

using (1), the received SNR of each link can be
expressed as

where h0, hi (i = 1, 2,..., N), and hi (i = N + 1, N + 2,...,
2N) denote the link gains for the MS-to-BS link, the
MS-to-RS links, and the RS-to-BS links, respectively.
In (1), Ωi represents the lognormal shadowing, which
can be modeled by a lognormal distribution [24]

(6)



[10 log10 i − ωi (ρ, θ )]2
f (i ) = √
exp −
2σi2
2π σi i
ξ



(2)

where d0 is the reference distance, and bi represents
the path loss exponent. di (r, θ) denotes the length of
each link, which can be formulated as
di (ρ, θ ) =

for i = 0

ρ 2 + A2i − 2ρAi cos(θ − αi ) for i = 1, 2, . . . , N
⎪
⎩
Ai
for i = N + 1, . . . , 2N

(4)

Further, gi in (1) denotes the fast fading and its envelope follows an independent but not identical Nakagami
distribution, so the PDF of |gi| can be written as [25]
i
2mi −1
2mm
i |gi |
f (|gi |) =
exp (−mi |gi |2 )
(mi )

Where N0 is the background noise power. g0 denotes
the SNR of the MS-to-BS link, g1,..., gN are the SNR of
the MS-to-RS links, and gN+1,..., g2N represent the SNR
of the RS-to-BS links.
3.2 Outage probability of direct transmission channel

where ξ = 10/ln 10. ωi (r, θ) (in dB) and si (in dB) are
the mean and standard derivation of 10 log10Ωi, respectively. It should be noted that ωi (r, θ) is a function of
MS’s position, and it is determined by the path loss of
each link

βi
d0
(3)
ωi (ρ, θ ) = 10 log10
di (ρ, θ )

⎧
⎪
⎨ρ

⎧
EM |hi |2 EM i |gi |2
⎪
⎪
⎨
=
, i = 0, 1, . . . , N
N0
N0
γi =
2
2
⎪
⎪ ER |hi | = ER i |gi | , i = N + 1, N + 2, . . . , 2N
⎩
N0
N0

(5)

where mi is the Nakagami parameter and Γ (·) is the
gamma function.

Since the envelope of gi undergoes Nakagami-m distribution, it can be known from [25] that the square envelope |gi|2 follow gamma distribution. Therefore, gi in (6)
are both Gamma-lognormal distributed and their PDFs
can be given by
∞

f (γi ) =
0

mi −1
i
mm
i γi
exp
i
Sm
(mi )
i

Assume that the transmit power of the MS is EM. For
the relay transmission channels, amplify-and-forward
(AF) relaying is employed, that is, after receiving the signal from MS, each RS will retransmit the received signal
to the BS with the transmit power E R . Therefore, by


√

ξ
2πσi Si


exp −


(10 log10 Si − μi (ρ, θ ))2
dSi
2σi2

⎧
EM i
⎪
⎨
, for i = 0, 1, . . . , N
0
Si = EN
R i
⎪
⎩
, for i = N + 1, N + 2, . . . , 2N
N0

(7)

(8)

and
μi (ρ, θ ) =

⎧
⎪
⎪
⎨ ωi (ρ, θ ) + 10 log10
⎪
⎪
⎩ ωi (ρ, θ ) + 10 log10


EM
, for i = 0, 1, . . . , N
N0 
ER
, for i = N + 1, N + 2, . . . , 2N
N0

(9)

Assume that gth is the minimum SNR threshold that
guarantees the reliable reception. Therefore, the probability Pr (gi <gth) can be expressed as
γth

Pr(γi < γth ) =

f (γi )dγi
0
γth


mi −1
i
mm
mi γ i
i γi
exp −
mi
Si
Si (mi )
0
0


ξ
(10 log10 Si − μi (ρ, θ ))2
×√
exp −
dSi dγi
2
2σi
2πσi Si
∞

(10)

Then, exchange the integral order and let x = mi gi/Si,
we can further obtain Pr (gi <gth) as
Pr (γi < γth ) = 1 −

∞
γth
∞

=1−
0

3.1 Output SNR

mi γ i
Si

where

=

3. System outage probability analysis
In this section, we perform the outage probability analysis of the uplink multi-hop cellular system. Initially, we
derive the output SNR of each link, and then the outage
probabilities of direct transmission channel and relay
transmission channels are analyzed in turn. Finally, by
using the ST scheme and considering the distribution of
MSs in the cell, the system outage probability is derived.

−

∞

=1−
0



mi −1
i
mm
ξ
(10 log10 Si − μi (ρ, θ ))2
mi γ i
i γi
)√
exp −
dSi dγi
exp (−
i
Si
Sm
(mi )
2σi2
2π σi Si
i


∞
(10 log10 Si − μi (ρ, θ ))2
ξ
xmi −1
exp −
exp (−x) dxdSi
√
mi γth
(mi )
2σi2
2π σi Si
Si


2
(10 log10 Si − μi (ρ, θ ))
(mi , mi γth /Si )
ξ
exp −
dSi
√
(mi )
2σi2
2π σi Si
∞

0

(11)

∞
(n, x) = x e−t tn−1 dt is the incomplete
where
gamma function.
√
Let x = (10 log10 Si − μi (ρ, θ ))/( 2σi ), and then by
using the Gauss-Hermite integral [26], the probability in
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Furthermore, from (12), we can easily find that the
probability Pr(γj < γth ) can be derived as

(11) can be written as a simple form


Np

Pr (γi < γth ) = 1 − √


1
Hx
π (mi ) n=1 n

mi ,

mi γth
√

2σi xn +μi (ρ,θ ) /10



(12)

10

Np


1
Hx
π (m0 ) n=1 n



m0 γth
(13)
m0 ,
an (ρ, θ )

√

2σ0 xn +μ0 (ρ,θ ) /10,

and m0 denotes
where an (ρ, θ ) = 10
the Nakagami parameter for the direct transmission
channel.
3.3 Outage probability of relay transmission channel

Each relay transmission channel contains two links, i.e.,
the MS-to-RS link and the RS-to-BS link. To simplify
description, the output SNR at each RS for the MS-toRS link is denoted as γj = γj , ∀j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , N}, and the
output SNR at BS for the RS-to-BS link can be similarly
denoted as γj = γl+N , ∀j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , N}. From (6), the
output SNR can be rewritten as
⎧
EM |hj |2
⎪

⎪
⎨ γj =
N0
, for j = 1, 2, . . . , N
(14)
2
⎪
E
R
⎪
⎩ γ  = |hN+j |
j
N0
Referring to [27], the equivalent SNR between MS and
BS γjR can be given by
γjR =

γj γj
γj + γj +

1

, for j = 1, 2, . . . , N

(15)

It can be observed from [28] that γjR in (15) can be
approximated accurately by its upper bound as
γ̄jR = min (γj , γj )

(16)

Therefore, the outage probability Pr (γjR < γth ) can be
expressed as
Pr

(γjR

< γth ) ∼
= Pr(γ̄jR < γth )
= 1 − Pr (γ̄jR ≥ γth )
= 1 − Pr (γj ≥ γth ) Pr (γj ≥ γth )
= 1 − [1 − Pr(γj < γth )][1 − Pr(γj < γth )]

Np

Pr (γj < γth ) = 1 − √

where xn and Hxn are the base point and weight factor
of Np-order Hermite polynomial, respectively.
To facilitate description, let γ0D = γ0 denote the output
SNR of direct transmission channel. Therefore, the outage probability of direct transmission channel can be
derived when i = 0 in (12) is satisfied, which can be
written as
Pr (γ0D < γth ) = 1 − √
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(17)


1
Hx
π (mj ) n=1 n


mj ,



mj γth

, ∀j = 1, 2, . . . , N

bn (ρ, θ )

(18)

√

where bn (ρ, θ ) = 10[ 2σj xn +μj (ρ,θ )]/10, and mj = mj denotes
the Nakagami parameter for the jth MS-to-RS link.
Owing to the similarity between the MS-to-RS links
and the RS-to-BS links, the similar conclusion can be
derived from (12) for the RS-to-BS links, so the probability Pr (γj < γth ) can be obtained as
Np

Pr (γj < γth ) = 1 − √
π


1
Hx
(mj ) n=1 n


mj ,

mj γth



cn (ρ, θ )

, ∀j = 1, 2, . . . , N

(19)

√

Where cn (ρ, θ ) = 10[ 2σj+N xn +μj+N(ρ,θ )]/10, and mj = mj+N
represents the Nakagami parameter for the jth RS-to-BS
link.
Then, from (17) to (19), the outage probability of the
j th relay transmission channel Pr (γjR < γth ) can be
further derived as

Pr (γjR < γth ) ∼
= 1−

Np



Hx n

n=1

mj ,

mj γth
bn (ρ, θ )

 

Np



Hx n

n=1

mj ,

mj γth
cn (ρ, θ )



(20)

π (mj ) (mj )

3.4 System outage probability

Assume that the CSI is known at the transmitter side,
and the ST scheme can be applied to select one channel
from the N + 1 channels for transmission by the criterion of maximizing the output SNR at the receiver.
Then, the output SNR g an be given by
γ = max{γ0D , γ1R , γ2R , . . . , γNR }

(21)

Since all the link gains undergo independent shadowed Nakagami distributions, the output SNRs
γ0D , γ1R , γ2R , . . . , γNR are independent of each other.
Therefore, the outage probability for the MS over a
given position can be expressed as
δ (ρ, θ ) = Pr (γ < γth )
= Pr (γ0D < γth , γ1R < γth , . . . , γNR < γth )
= Pr (γ0D < γth )

N


(22)

Pr (γjR < γth )

j=1

Substituting (13) and (20) into (22), we can further
obtain
⎡
⎤

Np

1
m0 γth ⎦
δ (ρ, θ ) = ⎣1 − √
Hx
m0 ,
an (ρ, θ )
π (m0 ) n=1 n


 
 ⎫

⎧
Np
Np
mj γth
mj γth


⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
Hx n
mj ,
Hx n
(mj ,
⎪
N ⎪
⎨
⎬

bn (ρ, θ )
cn (ρ, θ )
n=1
n=1
1−
×


⎪
⎪
π (mj ) (mj )
⎪
j=1 ⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎩
⎭

(23)
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It should be noted that, the outage probability in (23)
is a function of the position of MS, i.e., given a specific
position of the MS, a corresponding outage probability
can be obtained. Theoretically, the distribution of MSs
has a strong impact on the system outage probability.
Further, assume that r (r, θ) (in polar coordinates) is
the PDF, which can be used to describe the distribution
of MSs in the cell. Therefore, the system outage probability can be expressed as
Pout = Eρ,θ [δ (ρ, θ )]
2π

R

=
0

δ(ρ, θ ) r (ρ, θ ) ρdρdθ

(24)

0

Since the distribution of MSs is arbitrary, the expression in (24) is complex and usually has no closed-form
solution. In this section, by making use of the twodimensional composite Simpson’s rule [29], the final
uplink system outage probability can be approximated as
hk  
Pout ∼
[cp,q ρp r (ρp , θq )δ (ρp , θq )]
=
9 p=0 q=0
⎧
⎡
⎤

Np
Q
P

hk   ⎨
1
m0 γth
∼
⎦
Hx n
m0 ,
cp,q ρp r(ρp , θq ) ⎣1 − √
=
⎩
9 p=0 q=0
an (ρp , θq )
π (m0 ) n=1






⎡
⎤⎫
Np
Np
mj γth
mj γth


⎪
⎪
Hx n
mj ,
Hx n
mj ,
⎪
⎥⎪
N ⎢

bn (ρp , θq )
cn (ρp , θq )
⎢
⎥⎬
n=1
n=1
⎢1 −
⎥
×


⎢
⎥⎪
π
(m
)
(m
)
⎦⎪
j
j
j=1 ⎣
⎪
⎪
⎭
P

Q

(25)

where the two even number P and Q are chosen to
determine the step sizes h = R/P and k = 2π/Q, respectively. In addition, rp = ph, (p = 0, 1, 2,..., P ) and θq =
qk, (q = 0, 1, 2,..., Q).
The weigh factor cp, q is element of matrix C, in the (p
+ 1)th row and (q + 1)th column. Notably, the element in
matrix C can be found in [[29], p. 206].

4. Numerical results
In this section, both the Monte Carlo simulation results
and theoretical results will be presented. Here, the accuracy of the expression of system outage probability will
be verified, and the impacts of path loss exponent, the
number of RSs and the distribution of MSs on the system outage probability will be discussed. In addition, the
comparison of the outage probability performance
between multi-hop cellular system and conventional cellular system will also be shown.
Without loss of generality, an uplink of a single cell
multi-hop cellular system is used as a test system. In
this system, the BS is in the center of the cell, and the
RSs are evenly and symmetrically placed in the cell, that
is, the distances between each RS and the BS are the
same, and the angles between every two neighboring
RSs are also the same. For the sake of simplicity, some
parameters of the MS-to-BS link, the MS-to-RS links
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and the RS-to-BS links are assumed to be the same, i.e.,
E = EM = ER, m = mi, b = bi, s = si, for i = 0, 1,..., 2N.
Further, in order to describe the non-uniformity of
MSs in the cell, we divide the whole cell into two
regions, as shown in Figure 2. Region 1 (denoted as Ψ1)
is the circular area, which is in the center of the cell
and with a radius of Rh. And the residual annular zone
is region 2 (denoted as Ψ2 ). Therefore, without loss of
generality, the PDF for describing the distribution of the
MSs in the cell can be supposed as
⎧
λ
⎪
⎨
, (ρ, θ ) ∈ 1
S
h
r(ρ, θ ) =
(26)
1
−
λ
⎪
⎩
, (ρ, θ ) ∈ 2
S − Sh
Where Sh is the area of region 1, while S is the area of
the whole cell. l Î [0,1] is the probability that MS distributed in region 1. It can be observed that, the PDF in
(26) varies with the value of l. When l = Sh/S, the MSs
are uniformly distributed within the cell; when l > Sh/S,
region 1 is the hot zone, most of the MSs are distributed in this region; when l <Sh /S, the majority of MSs
are located in region 2. Particularly, the MSs are all distributed in region 2 when l = 0, and when l = 1, all of
MSs are located in region 1. The main parameters used
in simulation are listed in Table 1.
Figs. 3, 4, 5, 6 and 7 show the system outage probability versus the transmit SNR (E/N0) in different scenarios. It can be observed that, with the increase of E/N0,
the system outage probabilities in these figures decrease
monotonously. Specifically, Figures 3 and 4 illustrate the

Ψ2
•

Ψ1

Rh

R

Figure 2 The distribution of MSs in the cell.
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Table 1 Main simulation parameters
Parameters

Symbol

Value

The radius of the cell

R

400 m

The radius of region 1

Rh

100 m

The number of RSs

N

6

The path loss exponent

b

2

The Nakagami factor

m

1

The standard derivation of lognormal shadowing

s

12 dB

The reference distance

d0

50 m

The threshold of SNR
The number of equidistant nodes for polar radius

gth
P

0 dB
8

The number of equidistant nodes for polar angle

Q

8

The order of Hermite polynomial

Np

40

The radius of RSs

Ai

267 m

system outage probability as a function of the path loss
exponent b when the MSs are uniformly distributed (l
= S h /S = 0.0625) and non-uniformly distributed (l =
0.8), respectively. These two figures indicate that the
system outage performance can be improved with the
decrease of b. That’s because the path loss increases
with the decrease of b, and then the channel gain will
increase correspondingly. Therefore, the output SNR
performance will become better. That is, the number of
MSs which cannot satisfy the minimum SNR threshold
will be decreased. In other words, the outage performance is enhanced.
Figures 5 and 6 further show the relationship between
the system outage probability and the number of RSs
(N) when MSs are uniformly distributed (l = S h /S =
0.0625) and non-uniformly distributed (l = 0.8), respectively. Obviously, the value of the system outage probability drops with the increase of N. When the value of
N is larger, a higher diversity gain can be achieved,

Figure 3 System outage probability versus the transmit SNR
with different path loss exponents when l = 0.0625.

Figure 4 System outage probability versus the transmit SNR
with different path loss exponents when l = 0.8.

which will result in a higher output SNR. Therefore, a
better outage performance can be obtained.
Figure 7 illustrates the relationship between system
outage probability and the distribution of MSs. It can be
observed that, with the increase of l, more and more
MSs are distributed in region 1, the average access distance reduces, and this results in the decrease of system
outage probability. It also indicates that, the outage
probability varies with the value of l. Therefore, the distribution of MSs has a strong impact on the system outage probability.
It should also be noted from Figures 3, 4, 5, 6 and 7
that, when the outage probability is below 10-1, the differences between the theoretical results and simulation
results are small enough and can be ignored. Therefore,
the expression of the system outage probability shown
in this paper can provide perfect approximation to the
realistic outage performance of multi-hop cellular system without time-intensive simulations. Further, this
expression can be used to evaluate the system outage
probability in different scenarios, and it will lay a very
good foundation for further research such as RSs placement and network planning.
In conventional cellular system, there is no RS at all in
the system and all information bits are transmitted
directly between BS and MS. However, information bits
in the multi-hop cellular system, in addition to be
directly transmitted between BS and MS, can also be
indirectly transmitted hop by hop with the help of RSs.
Here, we will further compare the system performance
between multi-hop cellular system and conventional cellular system. Figure 8 depicts such comparison under
different distributions of MSs. Given a specific value of
l, it can be observed that the outage probability of
multi-hop cellular system is smaller than that of conventional cellular system. In other words, the multi-hop
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Figure 5 System outage probability versus the transmit SNR
with different RSs numbers when l = 0.0625.
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Figure 8 System outage probability performance comparison
between multi-hop cellular system and conventional cellular
system.

cellular system in this paper always outperforms the
conventional cellular system in terms of outage
probability.

Figure 6 System outage probability versus the transmit SNR
with different RSs numbers when l = 0.8.

5. Conclusion
In this paper, the system outage probability of the
uplink multi-hop cellular system over shad-owed Nakagami-m fading channels is investigated. We firstly introduce the channel model which addresses path loss,
lognormal shadowing as well as fast fading. Then, by
using Gauss-Hermite integral, we analyze the outage
probabilities of direct transmission channel and relay
transmission channels, respectively. After that, a theoretical expression of system outage probability is derived
after employing the ST scheme and using composite
Simpson’s rule. Numerical results show that the derived
numerical expression is quite accurate to evaluate the
outage performance of multi-hop cellular system, and
further prove that the multi-hop cellular system in this
paper can provide a significant performance gain over
the conventional cellular system.
Abbreviations
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Figure 7 System outage probability versus the transmit SNR
with different distributions of MS.
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